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humming bird of Cuba The body ib 2 in long
and the eggs are & in long There are from
four to five hundred species, and they are con
fined wholly to North and South America being
most numerous in the tropical latitudes They
have long slender bills and tubular tongue
which reach down into flowers to suck up the
nectar on -which they feed
Humnram tht, ontinal name for what is now
called the Turkish Bath in this country One
of *!k. first of these baths to be established 11
London was the Humrnums in Covent Garden
Hundred the ancient divisional name given to u
portion of a county for administration o
military purposes It is supposed to imply the
territory occupied by a hundred families or
the space of a hundred hides of land or the
capacity of providing 100 soldiers Eacl
hundred had its hundred court with powero
similar to those of a manor court but this wa
abolished in 1867 by County Court Act
Hundred Days the interval of time between
Napoleon Bonaparte s entry into Paris after hw
esuipe from Elba and his departure after hi=,
abdication extending from March 20 1815 to
Jane 28 Durmg this period occurred the bat tie
of Waterloo June 18
Hundred Years' War a term applied to the almost
incessant contest between England and France
lasting from 1838 to 1453 including such famous
battles as Crecy Poitiers and Agincourt and
engaging successively Edward m Henry V
and Henry VI among English kings
Huns, a fierce Asiatic race which swept over eastern
Europe in the 4th cent Under Attila about the
middle of the 6th cent they obtained control of a
large portion of central and eastern Europe
forcing even Borne to pay tribute Their defeat
at Chalons but Marne in 451 by a mixed army
of Romans, Goths and Teutonic tribes and the
death of Attila In 453 terminated their empire
Hurdy-Gurdy an Italian rustic so-called musical
stringed instrument of the lute order the
sounds of which are produced by the action of a
rosined wheel turned by the left hand the notes
being made by the fingering of the right hand
Hurricane.   See Cyclone and Wind.
Hydra* an aouatio animal of simple structure
Whose body is in the form of a cylindrical tube
with a disc-shaped base by which it attaches
itself to any shifting substance Its mouth is
surrounded by tentacles by which It catches its
food. The Hydra has the power of reproducing
lost parts
Hydrates are compounds containing water of
crystallisation
Hydraulic Rain a form of automatic pump used
to raise water to a height by the action of its
own falling velocity
Hydraulics, the science of applied hydrodynamics
or water machine engineering ranging from
pumps to marine engines
Hydrocarbons are compounds of carbon ana
hydrogen They include the vctrafflng -which
are saturated compounds (eg methane) the
ethylene acetylene and other series which are
unsaturated compounds with ring structures
eo benzene naphthalene and anthracene
Petroleum is composed almost entirely of
hydrocarbons See F23
Hydrochloric Add a solution of Hydrogen chloride
gas in water and resulting in considerable
quantities as a by product of the soda ash or
salt-cake manufacture Its solution forms the
common hydrochloric or muriatic acid of com
merce. It is present to the extent of nearly
half a per cent in the digestive juice secreted
by the stomach
Hydrocyanic Acid, cyanide of hydrogen or Prussia
acid very poisonous and of fine odour of bitter
almonds. It ia formed by the action of acids
on sodium or potassium cyanide. Used to kfil
waapa (and in the gas chamber in the US A)
It is a very important chemical on account of
the reactions of its derivatives inmany synthetic
rteWs. Discovered by Scheele in 1782
Hydroelectric Schemes.—The suns energy- has
been mdlreeay exploited In the past by harness
ing the energy of the winds and rain. The
climate is due. essentially to differential heating
of the earth. The restating convection cnrrente
in the air (the motion of which is complicated
oy"the rotation of the earth) give rise to winds
 Moisture is collected from the sea and deposited
high up on mountains as rain Some of the
gravitational energy may be collected as hydro
power Simple windmills or waterwheels are so
undefendable that they have not been used to
any extent since the beginning of the Industrial
Bevoluhon However the modern form of the
witerwheel—the hydroelectric generation plant
—is extensively used in mountainous countries
and about a third of the world s electricity is
produced by this means The essential re
quirements for a modern hydroelectric scheme
are a river with aeufflcient flowof water to provide
the required power a large head of water so
that a cheap compact turbine can be used and
a dam so that water can be stored until it is
required In some cases a hydroelectric scheme
is made economic by being associated with an
irrigation or drainage scheme Such multi
purpose schemes are especially important in
certain Commonwealth countries notably India
and Pakistan where most hydro projects are of
this type Other well known examples include
the Snowy Mountains Scheme in Australia and
the Aswan High Dam in Egypt Although
over 90 per cent of the electricity in certain
individual countries notably Norway Sweden
Portugal Switzerland and Uganda is produced
from hydroelectric schemes only a relatively
mmpn fraction of the total potential has been
exploited This fraction varies from about a
third in Western Europe to a quarter in the
United States to a very small fraction in Alaska
Canada Africa and the hinterland of Asia
Hydrofluoric Acid is obtained by distillation of
fluorspar with sulphuric acid and is a com
pound of fluorine and hydrogen Its action is
highly corrosive a valuable agent in etching on
glass and a rapid decomposer of animal matter
Hydrogen, Symbol H the simplest element
atomic number (<i v) of 1 colourless and the
lightest of all substances Cavendish in 1766
was the first to recognise that it was an element
It is 14 4 times as light as air and is found In a
free state in volcanic regions It can be ob
tained by the action of metals on adds rnd
forms an explosive mixture with air burning
with oxygen to form water Commercially it is
used to produce the very hot flame of the oxy
hydrogen blowpipe for cutting metals to fill
balloons and airships to harden certain oils and
render them suitable for margarine and soap
production The gas can be liquefied, and the
presence of the isotope deuterium was detected
by Urey in 1931 in the residue of the evaporated
liquid The third isotope tritium is very rare
See also Deuterium, Tritium and F22 F23
Hydrography the science of water measurement
as applied to seas rivers, lakes currents rocks
reefs etc., and embracing the whole art of
navigation.
Hydrometer, an instrument for measuring the
specific gravity of liquids especially for ascer
taining ihe strength of spiritous liquors and
solutions It is usually in the form of a glaa
bulb to the lower end of which a smaller bulb
containing mercury is attached which forces
the instrument to sink into the liquid which it
is to test The larger bulb has a scale fixed to
it and the indication on this scale of the
sinking point shows the specific gravity
There are many varieties Twaddell e—a pear
shaped bulb containing mercury Beaum6 s of
Blmllar construction but applicable to liquids
both heavier and lighter than water Sykes s,
largely employed for determining the strength
of alcohol and Nicholsons used for taking
the specific gravities of solids
Hydropathy the method of treating disease with
•water either by bathing or drinking Natural
springs of special chemical and therapeutic
properties such as sulphur springs and other
mineral sources have been used since prehistoric
times for this purpose. It Is probably one of
the most ancient methods of cure Recently
the beneficial effects of pure water treatment,
have been advocated. Hydropathic establish
menta have been set up in many health resorts
Hydroponics, the culture of plants without sod.
The plants are grown with their roots dipping
into a solution of nutritive mineral salts or
they may b* rooted In sand which is watered
with such & solution,

